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Sweet news from around the globe in children’s rights 

Frost is covering the ground, tree-
sellers are occupying street markets, 
and whiffs of spiced mulled wine 
escape from pubs together with the 
merry sounds of laughter from holiday 
revellers. There is a distinctively 
Christmassy feel in London, as you 
can see from the photo at our annual 
holiday party. For two days earlier 
this month, we gathered together 
from our various corners of the world 
and, armed with mince pies and 
enthusiasm, made plans to make 2013 and 
an even bigger, even better year for Rights 
People and all our associates. 

We’re so excited to share with you 
everything to come, but in the meantime 
we wish you and yours a very happy holiday 
period. 

– Rachel Richardson

We are very excited to be welcoming 
Harim Yim to Rights People! Harim recently 
moved to London from Korea, where she 
worked as a subagent at Korea Copyright 
Center for three and a half years and in 
foreign rights at BIR for eight months. 

We are thrilled to be working with 
someone who fits in with the RP team so 
well (her favourite colour is purple and 
she has a pet cat!) and who adds even more 
internationality to our already transatlantic 
team. 

Book publishing is a small but strong 
industry in The Czech Republic and Slovak 
states. The economy has had many ups and 
downs in the past 10 years, but it’s clear that 
things are on the upswing at the moment. 
After the bank crisis in 2008, Prague has 
been rebranding itself to wealthier travelers 
and have also held back adopting the Euro, 
which many feel has been beneficial. We’ve 
noticed there’s been a shift in the publishing 
industry, too, as we’ve had an increase in 
deals in the past few years. It was interesting 

to talk to publishers directly about growth 
and to spend some more time getting to 
know the editors we’re regularly e–mailing 
and with whom we’ve only had short fair 
slots to meet.  

One thing that is apparent is Prague’s 
rich literary history, something they are 
very proud of, and its tradition helps to keep 
publishing houses on the healthier side of 
business today. Books are still the main gifts 
given at holiday–
time, and reading 
is a pastime that 
parents especially 
cherish with young 
children in order to 
instill that pleasure 
of reading for life. 

While books for 
young readers have 
always sold well, 
most publishing 
houses are now 
reaching out to 
young adult readers 
as well – after 
TWILIGHT, they 
realized there was 
a huge untapped 
market to reach a 
crossover audience, 
and in the last 
five years almost 
every children’s 
book house started 
their own YA/
crossover imprint. 

Paranormal is still working there, 
as well as realistic fiction. There is 
also a desire for comic and graphic 
novels, as WIMPY KID works 
well, and artwork can be a big 
deciding factor for buyers. 

Overall, with our diverse list, 
I was able to find something for 
everyone, and it was lovely to 
spend more time with customers 
discussing RP’s books – often over 
delicious Bohemian fare! 

– Allison Hellegers 

* THE VERY NEARLY HONOURABLE 
LEAGUE OF PIRATES by Caroline 
Carlson, on behalf of the Greenhouse 
Literary Agency, at auction to Kerle 
Verlag in Germany, Bayard in France, 
RBA in Spain and in a pre-empt by 
Comphania Das Letras in Brazil

PET HOTEL by Abi Finch, on behalf 
of Working Partners to Scholastic in 
Australia, Pocket Jeunesse in France, 
and LAPA in South Africa

Audio rights to STAR FIGHTERS by 
Max Chase, on behalf of Working 
Partners, to Audio Go

Chinese rights to STRANGELETS by 
Michelle Gagnon, on behalf of Soho 
Press, to Sharp Point Press

Brazilian rights to PAPER VALENTINE 
by Brenna Yovanoff, on behalf of 
Greenhouse Literary Agency, to 
Editora Bertrand

THE THINGS WE DID FOR LOVE by 
Natasha Farrant, on behalf of Felicity 
Bryan Associates, and MOUNTAIN 
WOLF by Rosanne Hawke, on behalf 
of HarperCollins Australia, to Enslow 
Publishers in the USA

Hungarian rights to HOW TO LOVE 
by Katie Cotugno, on behalf of Alloy 
Entertainment, to Gabo

Czech and Slovak rights to THE 
WITCH OF TURLINGHAM ACADEMY 
by Ellie Boswell, on behalf of Working 
Parnters, to Albatros Media 

SEA QUEST by Adam Blade, on behalf 
of Working Partners, to Bertelsmann 
in Germany and 2020 Editora in 
Portugal

HIS FAIR ASSASSIN by R.L. LaFevers, 
on behalf of Erin Murphy Literary 
Agency, to Fanucci Editore in Italy

in Germany and 2020 Editora in 

(Above) Alexandra Devlin, Alex Webb, Harim Yim, Caroline Hill-Trevor, Charles 
Nettleton and Rachel Richardson at our annual holiday lunch in London this December 

SALES HIGHLIGHTS

WELCOME HARIM! 

PRAGUE SALES TRIP 

*

(Top) Jakub Kalina, Foreign 
Rights Manager of Nakladatelstvi 
Fragment, holding a copy of the 
Czech translation of SLIDE by Jill 
Hathaway, which published this 
Fall. (Bottom) Kateřina Závadová, 
editor of Albatros Media, shows 
off new BEAST QUEST books by 
Adam Blade. 

HAPPY HOLIDAYS! 
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A SPRINKLING OF RP REVIEWS   
PAPER VALENTINE by Brenna Yovanoff

* “Weaving together the horrific yet all-too-
familiar scenes of natural disaster with the mythical 
legends of the dogs, Hunter expertly explores the 
tensions between responsibility and freedom; 
risk and safety; and loyalty and acceptance. Wild 
and wonderful adventure for middle-graders. ” 
 —Publisher’s Weekly, Starred Review 

THE SIN-EATERS CONFESSION by Ilsa Bick 

* “Bick’s compelling tale manages to be a 
blistering confessional and a page-turning 
whodunit (or maybe what-really-happened) all 
in one. Ben’s thoughts on sexuality, the dangers of rumor, individual 
freedom and personal responsibility, among other topics, will resonate 
with teens, who won’t mind the lack of a tidy end.Readers won’t be able 
to look away even if they find they don’t much like—or trust—Ben.”  
 —Kirkus, Starred Review 

KEEPING SAFE THE STARS by Sheila O’Connor 

* “Compelling character development (in adults as well as children) and 
authentic language fitting the setting add to the strength of this story.” 
—Kirkus, Starred Review 

* “With adventure, history, and even romance, it will appeal to a wide 
range of young readers.” —Voya, Starred Review 

USES FOR BOYS by Erica LorraineScheidt

* “Haunting, frank and un-put-downable.” —Kirkus, Starred Review 

* “Lots of teens will see themselves in the pages of this beautiful, 
honest novel.” —Booklist, Starred Review 

ON THE ROAD TO MR. MINEO’S by Barbara O’Connor

* “Children will eagerly follow the twists and turns in this story of 
friendship and loneliness, giving and receiving. O’Connor sets the 
stage beautifully from the very beginning, painting the small town 
in brilliant colors with her descriptive imagery.” —School Library 
Journal, Starred Review

SON by Lois Lowry

* “SON weaves [three] disparate worlds together, heroes and fates 
colliding, in a final, epic struggle... Readers of any age will be 
hard pressed to stop turning pages…” — The New York Times Book 
Review

HYSTERIA by Megan Miranda 

* “Everything builds to a breath-capturing climax that will have the 
reader realizing just how invested they are in the characters’ fates. 
Tightly balanced between can’t-put-it-down drama and realism, the 
cherry on top is Miranda’s wry writing. . . fresh, addicting, and smart.” 
—Voya 

    

From the kitchen of Rachel Richardson 

Alex Webb: Plenty by Yottam Ottolenghi.  I *love* cookery books 
and probably own more than I could ever use, but even so I find that you 
only ever end up making one or two recipes from each book.  Plenty is 
one that I’ve gone to time and again this year, and have probably made 
about 12 of the recipes, and am planning more.  The food is easy to 
make, full of flavour and takes inspiration from food the world over.  
Definitely one for the Christmas list if you don’t have it already!

Allison Hellegers: The Rules of Civility by Amor Towles. This 
glittering and witty novel takes place in Depression-era Manhattan; 
readers will instantly feel transported to the nightclubs, tailor shops, 
and secret alleyways of New York’s Greenwich Village - all told through 
the voice of one strong female protagonist struggling to make it there. 
Towles’ writing is exquisite, and he expertly draws the characters with 
my favorite mix of intrigue and surprise. 

Alexandra Devlin: Swimming Studies by Leanne Shapton. An 
amazing glimpse at the life of a teenage swimmer in suburban Toronto 
in the 1980s. Shapton’s illustrations of swimming pools and photos 
of her swimming costume collection are wonderful, but it’s her 
uncomfortably honest memories of her childhood and swimming 
career that make this a compelling read.

Caroline Hill-Trevor: My Animals and Other Family by Clare 
Balding. Not a conventional biography but an account of sports 
presenter Clare Balding’s early life recounted in the order of the 
animals in her life, starting with Candy – the boxer dog who treated 
her like a favourite puppy – and finishing with Respectable Jones, the 
mount that carried her to the Ladies’ Championship in 1990. 

Charles Nettleton: Bring up the Bodies by Hilary Mantel. This 
year’s Booker Prize winner and the follow on from Wolf Hall. It’s even 
better! Thomas Cromwell, fixer to Henry VIII, arranges for Anne 
Boleyn to be discredited in favour of the young Jane Seymour. He 
masterminds the ‘confessions’ of Anne’s lovers while giving nothing 
away himself. ‘His expression is as blank as a freshly painted wall.’ 
Brilliant writing from start to finish. Roll on volume three.

Harim Yim: A Monster Calls by Patrick Ness, illustrated by Jim 
Kay. This is a story about a boy who lost his mother and has a difficult 
time of dealing with grief and loss. Adding fantasy elements into such 
a sad story with a realistic character works beautifully and black and 
white illustrations look amazing in the book. The story makes me think 
about life and hope. I couldn’t stop crying for a while after finishing 
the book.

Rachel Richardson: Code Name Verity by Elizabeth Wein. A 
haunting and compelling story about two unlikely best friends fighting 
the Gestapo during the Second World War. I love novels with an 
unusual narrative structure, and this one starts out good and just gets 
better. Look out for the gut-wrenching plot twist!  

RIGHTS PEOPLE PITCHES THEIR 
FAVORITE PERSONAL READS OF 2012

 
EGGNOG CUPCAKES 

Cream together 170g (1/4 cup) butter and 325g (1 cup) sugar, then beat in 
2 eggs. Stir in 400g (1 and 1/3 cups) flour sifted with 1/2 tsp baking powder 
and 1/4 tsp nutmeg, alternating with 250ml (8 ounces) eggnog. Pour batter 

into cases and bake at 175C/ 350F for 20-23 min. Top with buttercream 
frosting flavoured with rum to taste. 

Eggnog: whisk together 1 egg and 25g (2 Tbsp) of sugar. Add 250ml (8 
ounces) milk, 2 tsp vanilla extract, and 1/4 tsp freshly grated nutmeg.


